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General Background and Program Introduction
New York State is blessed with more than 7000 lakes,
ponds, and reservoirs. Many of these waters are used by
the public for recreation and as a source of drinking water.
Many of our state’s lakes continue to experience declining
water quality, and there is a paramount need for lake
management strategies to help minimize the adverse
impacts of landscape alteration and climate change.

NYS Environmental Conservation Law §17-305
Establishment of a program to monitor water quality by
private citizens under the direction of the department.
1. The commission shall establish a program which shall
be known as the “citizens statewide lake assessment
program”. The purpose of this program is to establish
a network of volunteers belonging to lake associations throughout the state to monitor the condition
of their respective lakes under the guidance and direction of the department. The volunteers, designated by the commission, will sample the assigned lakes
on a weekly basis between May and September. Water quality information will be obtained by measuring
water transparency and taking samples for water
chemistry. Samples shall be processed by volunteers
and forwarded to a contract chemistry laboratory for
analysis.
2. The commissioner shall establish and fill a new permanent position of program coordinator for the monitoring program within the division of water.
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However, the tremendous number and diversity of
waterbodies, and the problems associated with these
waters, makes statewide lake management a difficult task.
A single statewide management plan cannot possibly
account for the characteristics and nuances unique to each
lake. Ideally, management decisions are based on an
evaluation of available information, including historical
and current chemical, physical, and biological data, levels
of use, and use impairment. Unfortunately, reliable
information is either sparse or non-existent for many
waterbodies in New York State.
What is CSLAP?
The Citizens Statewide Lake Assessment Program (CSLAP)
is a cooperative effort between the New York State
Department of Environmental Conservation (NYSDEC) and
the New York State Federation of Lake Associations, Inc.
(NYSFOLA). Initiated in 1985, as a pilot project on 25 lakes,

3. The commissioner shall establish a training program
for the purpose of providing the volunteers with the
skills necessary to accomplish their monitoring tasks.
Quality control checks will be carried out on a regular
basis by the program coordinator, and through the
lake classification and inventory survey.
4. The commissioner will provide the volunteers with all
of the equipment and materials necessary to accomplish the monitoring.
5. Chemistry parameters shall include, but are not limited to, tests for total phosphorus, nitrate, color and
chlorophyll. Additional survey data shall include, but
not be limited to, aquatic vegetation surveys, angler
surveys and questionnaires/surveys for water users
concerning problems, issues, and use impairment.
6. The program coordinator shall prepare an annual report which will include a summary of the information
collected on the monitored waters during the previous season. This information shall be distributed to
the program participants and other interested parties.
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the program has grown to include several hundred
volunteers sampling over 260 lakes across the state. Over
the 35+ years of the program, CSLAP data has been used
by lake associations to develop management strategies,
and several objectives are considered that are
fundamental to the successful implementation and
evaluation of these plans. These include:
1. the collection of reliable data on individual waters to
provide baseline information and document trends in
water quality.
2. the identification and assessment of specific problems
on individual waters and recommendations to deal
with these problems; and
3. the education of lake residents, users, and interested
citizens in the collection and implementation of water
quality data, lake ecology, and management practices.
How to participate in CSLAP
If you are reading this manual, it is likely that your lake
association is already participating in CSLAP. CSLAP is a
program for lake associations, and participation is limited
to lake associations that are members of NYSFOLA.
Budgetary considerations limit the number of participants
each year, and lake associations need to identify
volunteers to conduct the sampling and make a minimum
5 year commitment to the program in order to make the
data meaningful.
To stay informed of lake related issues and CSLAP events,
lake associations will be required to pay annual NYSFOLA
membership dues. An annual CSLAP participation fee is
also required.
More information can be found on the NYSFOLA
(www.nysfola.org) and NYS DEC (https://www.dec.ny.gov/
chemical/81576.html) websites.
Questions?
Contact: Nancy Mueller, Executive Director
NYS Federation of Lake Associations, Inc.
Email: fola@nysfola.org
Phone: (315)677-9987 or
Rebecca Gorney, Research Scientist, NYS DEC Email:
cslapinfo@dec.ny.gov Phone: (518) 402-8258

Standard CSLAP Sampling Parameters
Water Temperature (°C) - Water temperature affects many lake activities, including the rate of biological growth and the amount of dissolved
oxygen. It also influences the length of the recreational season.
Transparency (meters) - Determined by measuring the depth at which a
black and white disk disappears from sight, the Secchi disk transparency
estimates the clarity of the water. In lakes with low color and rooted
macrophyte (aquatic plant) levels, it is related to the productivity of the
lake.
Conductivity (μmhos/cm) - Specific conductance measures the electrical current that passes through water and is used to estimate the number of ions (charged particles). It is somewhat related to the hardness
of the water and may influence the degree to which nutrients remain in
the water column.
pH - pH is a measure of the (free) hydrogen ion concentration in solution. Most clearwater lakes must maintain a pH between 6 and 9 to
support most types of plant and animal life. Low pH waters (<7) are
acidic, while high pH waters (>7) are basic. Rapid fluctuations in pH can
be stressful to many organisms.
Color (true) (platinum color units) - The color of dissolved materials in
water usually consists of organic matter, such as decaying macrophytes
or other vegetation. It is not necessarily indicative of water quality but
may significantly influence water transparency or phytoplankton (algal)
growth.
Phosphorus (total)(mg/l) - Phosphorus is one of the major nutrients
needed for plant growth. It is often considered the “limiting” nutrient
in NYS lakes since biological productivity is often limited If phosphorus
inputs are limited. Many lake management plans focus on reducing
phosphorus inputs.
Nitrogen (total, ammonia and nitrate)(mg/l) - Nitrogen is another nutrient necessary for plant growth and can act as a limiting nutrient in
some lakes, particularly in the spring and summer. In high concentrations, ammonia and nitrate can result in ecological impairment. Total
nitrogen is comprised of ammonia, nitrate (+nitrite), and organic nitrogen.
Chlorophyll a (μg/l) - The measurement of chlorophyll a, the primary
photosynthetic pigment found in green plants, provides an estimate of
phytoplankton productivity, which may be strongly influenced by phosphorus.
Calcium (mg/l) - Calcium is usually a major component of lake buffering
capacity (the ability of a lake to neutralize acidic inputs) and is required
for some aquatic invertebrates to build shells.
Chloride (mg/l) - Use of chloride compounds in brine, road salt, and
water softeners can increase chloride ions in water potentially impacting aquatic life and lake mixing.
Use Impairment surveys - Link recreational use assessments to the
water quality data.
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Volunteer Training
Volunteers are the most critical element of CSLAP. New
volunteers are required to attend an official training
session in order to learn how to collect, process, and
preserve the samples, complete and submit the necessary
paperwork and data, and ship samples to the laboratory.
The COVID-19 has required us to adapt to smaller group/
regional training sessions, but it is impossible to get to
every lake individually. Your lake association will be
informed about training opportunities before the season
gets underway.

In order to obtain the data necessary to accurately assess
a lake’s water quality, and to allow for a comparison of
data over time, it is imperative that water samples be
collected accurately and consistently. This involves a
complete commitment from volunteers and a strict
adherence to outlined standard procedures.
In addition to the standard physical and chemical
parameters and user perception surveys described in this
document, CSLAP volunteers are welcome to collect
additional data about aquatic plants, invasive species,
recreational boating capacity, lake level, ice on/off dates,
and fish populations. The guidance for this additional data
collection can be found on the NYSFOLA website at:
www.nysfola.org.
Safety First!
Volunteers should never go out on the lake alone. Boating
safety is crucial, and all CSLAP participants are expected to
adhere to NYS boating laws and obtain any required
boater safety training when operating a watercraft.
Information: https://parks.ny.gov/documents/recreation/
boating/2017NYSBoatersGuide.pdf.
Sampling Days and Times
It is important to be consistent in the choice of sampling
days, and sampling should be conducted every two weeks
as weather/lake conditions allow. The sampling day
should be convenient for the volunteers, but getting the
samples to the laboratory in a timely manner is also crucial
to the integrity of the data. To allow for timely shipment
and analysis of samples, samples should be collected early

in the week, processed and preserved immediately, and
shipped no later than Wednesday. Weekend sampling on
Sunday, with shipping on Monday is ideal.
Plan your sampling schedule in advance to avoid conflicts.
Volunteers should keep Memorial Day, July 4th, and Labor
Day in mind to avoid conflicts with holiday shipping and
laboratory schedules.
The ideal time of day to sample is between 8:00AM and
noon, when the lake is usually calm and there is available
sunlight. Since water quality characteristics fluctuate
slightly with the time of day, a regular sampling time will
improve the ability to compare readings throughout the
season and year to year. Safety should always be a factor.
Choose a time that you can usually repeat, but don’t go
out in rough or inclement conditions just to stick to the
sampling schedule.
All eight rounds of sampling should occur between June
and September and can begin once bottles and supplies
have been shipped to you. No samples will be accepted if
they are collected after September 30th. If we receive
samples collected in October, they will not be analyzed.
5

Sampling Location
Take samples from the deepest location on your lake since
that location is most representative of water quality
conditions throughout the lake. If your lake thermally
stratifies (as do most lakes deeper than about 20 ft), the
deepest location also allows the sampling of the deep, cold 
waters. If you are not sure where the deepest spot it,
check bathymetry maps (available for some lakes on the
NYS DEC website at https://www.dec.ny.gov/
outdoor/9920.html. ), ask local anglers, or use a fish finder
to locate the spot. It is very important to return to the
location for every sampling round.
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Sampling Location
https://www.dec.ny.gov/docs/fish_marine_pdf/htchlkmap.pdf

You can use the following methods to help you:




GPS - If you have a Global Positioning System (GPS)
unit, or smartphone with GPS capability, take a GPS
reading to obtain latitude and longitude coordinates
and return to that point each sampling round.
Buoy - On some lakes, you may be able to mark the
spot with a buoy. It must not impede navigation or
cause safety issues, and you may need a Floating
Object Permit from NYS OPRHP https://parks.ny.gov/

documents/recreation/boating/
FloatingObjectPermitApplication.pdf to place a buoy
at the sampling site. You should always check with
NYOPRHP to be certain before placing a buoy in the
lake.
Triangulation - You can also triangulate the sampling
spot using permanent landmarks on the shore. From
the deep spot, find landmarks that line up at 0, 90,
180, and 270 degrees: imaginary lines from the four
landmarks will cross at the deepest location. Record
those landmarks to find the sampling location each
time. You will verify the location depth during the first
part of each sampling round to be certain that you
have returned to the proper location.

Sampling Equipment
CSLAP volunteers are provided with the equipment
required to conduct the sampling. Volunteers will need to
provide some incidentals such as aluminum foil and
distilled water. You may keep your equipment for the
duration of time that your lake is in the program. You are
expected to take care of it and return it when your lake
association no longer plans to participate. If the
equipment in your sampling kit is missing something,
please contact Nancy Mueller at
nysfolanancy@verizon.net.
Lab Dial Thermometer (degrees Celsius) - Used
to take air and water temperatures. CSLAP
program measurements are collected using the
metric system. Most water temperature
readings should be between 6°C and 30°C.
The thermometer should be calibrated at the beginning
of each sampling season (at a minimum). To do this,
place the thermometer in an ice bath (or in conditions as
close to freezing 32°F as possible). The thermometer
should read approximately 0°C.
Now, read the thermometer in a 70°F room. The
thermometer should read approximately 21°C.
Adjustments can be made to the thermometer by turning
the small nut on the underside of the dial.
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Secchi disk and measuring tape
The Secchi disk is used to measure water
clarity and (in shallower lakes) sounding
depth (total depth of the lake at the
sampling location.) Most volunteers will
have a Secchi disk attached to a measuring
tape although some of you may still have
older, measured lines without a winding
reel. The Secchi depth is measured in
meters. If you have a measuring tape
marked in feet on one side, and meters on the other, use
the meter side for your measurements. You will be
recording this measurement to the nearest 0.1 meter.

The Kemmerer bottle is attached to a rope that is marked
in meters to allow easy measurement of the depth of the
bottle in the water. Make sure that the rope is firmly
attached to the Kemmerer bottle every time you take it on
the lake.
There is a metal weight on the rope called a “messenger”.
When the bottle is at the correct depth, as marked on the
rope, the messenger is released, triggering the bottle to
close at depth to collect the sample.
Caring for your Kemmerer Bottle*
The Kemmerer bottle is the most expensive piece of
CSLAP equipment (now over $400) and must be treated
with care in order to keep it working properly.

You will use the Secchi disk to measure the transparency

of the water. Directions are in the on-lake procedures (pp
19-20). If your lake is shallow, you can also lower the

Secchi disk to the bottom to get the sounding depth (See

page 19).
Kemmerer bottle



The Kemmerer bottle is used to
collect water from a specified
depth in the lake. Some of the
bottles used in CSLAP are clear

acrylic, others are white PVC. The

bottle is attached to a line which is

marked to measure the depth.
Surface samples - Most lakes will
be sampled at a depth of 1.5

meters. If your lake is very shallow, you will be given an
appropriate sampling depth at the training session. This

sampling depth is called the “surface sample” even though
it is collected 1.5m beneath the water surface. Never skim
water from the top of the lake for a surface sample.


Deep samples - Thermally stratified lakes, generally those
deeper than 20 feet (6 meters) will also be sampled 1.5
meters above the bottom of the lake if the lake association
chooses to do so.

Do not use a messenger heavier than 11 ounces, as
this may damage the trip mechanism.
Do not use out of the water.
Perform a preliminary inspection prior to using the
bottle. Make sure the line and cable are tightly connected.
Guard the sampler from blows to the cylinder ends.
This may knock them out of round, which could cause
leakage during sampling. Dropping or impacting the
sampler can crack the main tube. A blow to an acrylic
body can cause it to crack or shatter.
Always lower the bottle slowly, without dropping it.
Transport in a carrying case or box to avoid damage.
Do not store the bottles with the valves closed as this
may cause them to “set” tightly in the end of the
bottle, resulting in damage when pried open. Store
the bottle so the end seals do not touch the cylinder.
After sampling, rinse the sampler in fresh, clean water . Allow the sampler to completely dry.
Do not store the sampler when wet, damp, or dirty.
This can cause mold, mildew, metal corrosion, or plastic surface deterioration.
When fully dry, store the sampler in a dark, cool location that is not subject to extreme temperatures, preferably in some kind of protective case.

*“A Comprehensive Guide to Wildco® Water Bottle Samplers”. Wildlife Supply
Company®, 86475 Gene Lasserre Blvd, Yulee, FL 32097 USA.
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Sample Collection Containers
All sampling kits will have a collapsible container with a
spigot for storing the shallow water sample when it is
collected using the Kemmerer.

Sample Kits
Before the start of each sampling season, NYSFOLA and
our laboratory partners at Upstate Freshwater Institute
(UFI) in Syracuse will send out the sampling kits.

Sampling kits for volunteers at stratified lakes that are
taking a deep sample, will have a second collapsible
container. These should be marked “S” for the shallow
sample and “D” for the deep sample.

For new lakes, that will include all of the equipment
mentioned previously, a cooler, 1L bottles to fill, freeze
and use as ice packs for transporting samples, sample
bottles, filters, and gloves. You will also receive a small
shoreline HABs cooler in case a bloom is observed on an
“off-sampling” day. Lakes that have been in the program
the previous year, will have kept their equipment and
coolers. They will be
sent new bottles,
filters, gloves, and any
items that they have
requested for
replacement.

There is also a round “HAB Event Collection Bottle” with a
green label with instructions for collecting a harmful algal
bloom (HAB) sample.
On Shore Equipment
CSLAP volunteers will also receive equipment to use on
shore for processing water samples. You should have:
 Gloves (bagged)
 Filtration apparatus
 Hand pump
 Graduated cylinder
 Filters (shipped each year with the bottles)
 Tweezers (forceps)
 Wash bottle
 Squeeze bottle containing magnesium carbonate
(MgCO3) - a milky white substance used to preserve
the chlorophyll a sample.

What you need to
provide: aluminum
foil, distilled water, clipboard, pen, boat with anchor, life
jackets and any other safety equipment and/or boater
safety training as required by NYS Boating Regulations
https://parks.ny.gov/recreation/boating/education.aspx.
You will also need a watch or cellular phone to record the
time and/or take pictures of algal blooms.
Sample Bottles
The bottles will come in 8 plastic bags that look similar to
the picture above. Deep lakes will have blue labeled
bottles for the deep samples. Each bag will be labeled
with the number of the sampling round and will contain
labeled sample bottles along with important paperwork for
each sampling round.

Important!! Your bottles are bagged by the sampling
round (Bag 1 corresponds to Round #1, etc.) and are bar
coded to that particular round. Please use them in the
correct numeric order and with the corresponding Chain
of Custody Form. Double check the number before you
head out to the lake. Failure to do so will cause issues at
the lab. Never use bottles leftover from a prior year!
8

Meet the paperwork
CSLAP Field Observation Form - Lake Perception & Health
and Safety (pages 10 –11)
Note that this is a two-sided form that should be filled out
by the volunteers based on their observations of lake conditions as well as any additional information that may have
been received. This form should always be filled out first
so that actual measurements don’t influence your perception of the conditions. There are no right or wrong answers on this form.

The Chain of Custody/Request for Analysis form (page 15)
helps ensure quality control. It records the samples that
were collected, by whom, and when, where the sample
bottles came from, and when these samples were delivered to the shipping company. This form is part of the
laboratory record of the key information associated with
the sample - the name of the lake, the sample ID numbers,
and the sample date.
If you lose a form, they are available on the NYSFOLA website at: https://nysfola.org/cslap-protocol-forms/ with the
exception of the Chain of Custody forms which are unique
and cannot be duplicated.
A CSLAP Field Sample Collection and On-Shore Sample
Processing Checklist is included with your bottles and is a
useful reference sheet to ensure adherence to the Sampling Protocol. If you read this guide, and use the checklist, you should have a problem-free sampling round.

The CSLAP Sampling Record Form (page 12) - is used during sampling to record the physical observations during
the sample period, to record weather, and to document
any conditions on the lake.
The CSLAP Harmful Algal Bloom Shoreline Survey Form
(page 14) - is used to help assess whether or not there is
an algae bloom on the lake based on conditions in the
open water as well as along the shoreline. Complete this
form every sampling round even if an algae bloom is not
apparent and you do not collect a sample. Use the HABS
Visual Observation Reference Sheet (page 13) to help you
identify the HAB.
If you observe a bloom, you can collect a shoreline sample
and submit a HAB shoreline survey form with that sample.
All blooms (and any photographs) should also be reported When the laboratory staff unpack your samples and pathrough DEC’s CSLAP Dashboard. See page 26.
perwork, they may notice issues that warrant your attention for the next round. In that case, you will be introduced to the CSLAP Oops Sheet!
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CSLAP Field Observation Form—Lake Perception & Health and Safety

10

CSLAP Field Observation Form—Lake Perception & Health and Safety

11

CSLAP Sampling Record Form

12

HAB Visual Observation Reference Sheet

13

HAB Shoreline Survey Form

14

Sample Chain of Custody Form - For illustration only - Do not copy!
(Note: This sample form is for a deep lake and includes
calcium and chloride but does not include the open water HAB sample)

15

CSLAP Field Sample Collection Checklist

16

CSLAP On-Shore Sample Processing Checklist
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On-Lake Sampling
1. Use the equipment checklist (see page 28) and load
everything you need into the boat. Make sure that you
have appropriate boating safety equipment with you.
2. Go to the sampling site that you have chosen—the
deepest spot on the lake and anchor so that you don’t drift
from the sampling point. If you believe that believe that
you have drifted, please not this on the Sampling Record
Form.

CSLAP Field Observation Form - Lake Perception and
Health and Safety (Note that this is a two-sided form.) Fill CSLAP Sampling Record Form - Section 1 - General
out both sides of the form with your observations of the
 Lake name - It might seem obvious, but please don’t
lake today.
forget to write this down so we know whose paper Question A - describing the physical conditions of the
work it is.
lake today - refers to the overall conditions of the lake,  Site # or location - For lakes with multiple sites, espeparticularly in the open water away from the shorecially the large Finger Lakes, this is particularly imline. Select one answer to best describe conditions.
portant.
 County - This is particularly necessary when we have
 Question B - describing the aquatic plant populations multiple lakes with the same name in the program
refers to the overall conditions in places where people
(Forest, Silver, Pleasant, e.g.).
swim, fish, boat, or generally recreate near the shore-  CSLAP Round # - Bottle bags must be used in numeric
line. Aquatic plant populations should be evaluated in
order. To find the sampling round number, look at
areas where the plants are not actively managed by
the Chain of Custody form. They each have a unique
hand pulling or matting. If the entire lake, or large arenumber coded to your lake. In the “Pretend Lake”
as of it, are being managed through the use of herbiexample to the left,
cides, harvesting operation, drawdown, etc. then this
the Round 1 CSLAP
should be noted on the Sampling Record Form under
Number is 21-581-01.
“comments”. Select one answer to best describe conThe 21 is for the 2021
ditions.
sampling year. Pretend Lake is number
 Questions C and D - describing the recreational use of
581 in the CSLAP prothe lake today– should include recreational assessgram, and 01 means that bottles and Chain of Custody
ments for both the shoreline and the open water. For
form are for Round #1.
question C, select one answer to best describe condi-  Date - This should be the date of sampling, and you
tions. For question D, you may select as many options
will also write this on the bottles in permanent ink.
as needed and add “other” items not listed.
 Samplers - Please tell us who collected the water sample and who performed the Secchi disk reading (if
 Questions F and G - on the Health and Safety side of
different). You may list the names of others who asthe form ask you to answer questions about the cursisted. Remember that only trained volunteers should
rent conditions as well as anything that may have been
be collecting the data, and a signed waiver form must
observed or reported since your last sampling date.
be on file with the NYSFOLA office prior to sampling.
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5. CSLAP Sampling Record Form - Section 2 - Secchi
Depth & Lake Information
 Sounding Depth - The Sounding Depth is the depth of
the lake (water surface to bottom) at your sampling
location. If your Secchi disk is long enough to reach
the bottom, you can use it to measure the depth to
the bottom of the lake. Let the Secchi disk line down
until the tape goes slack. Then pull it gently until the
slack goes out. Put your fingers where the measuring
tape enters the water. Raise the tape, and read it to
the closest tenth of a meter where your fingers are on
the tape. Enter this depth on the Sampling Record
Form in meters. If your lake is very deep, you can use
a depth finder, bathymetric map (if available), or fish
finder. You can also give us an estimate. For example,
it is better to write “about 30m” or “>15m” than to
leave the space blank.




Check! Is this close to the depth you expect at
your sampling spot? The acceptable amount of
variation will change by lake and (sometimes) extreme weather conditions, but in general, the
sounding depth each time should not vary by more
than 10-15%. Check to be sure that the Secchi disk
went straight down and that you have not drifted
from the sampling location.
Lake Level - How does the lake level appear to you
today? High/Normal/Low
Secchi Depth - The Secchi depth is a measure of water
clarity. You will have two readings, first recording the
depth at which the disk disappears when lowered and
then the depth at which when it reappears when
raised..
Do not use dark glasses or polarizing lenses while
observing the Secchi disk. While they might improve the reading in your lake, it reduces the accuracy of comparing your reading with previous
measurements from your lake, or readings from
other lakes.
Slowly lower the disk into the water on the shady
side of boat, watching it continually.
When the disk completely disappears from sight,
use the tape measure to obtain the depth from

the surface of the water. Record the depth to the
nearest tenth of a meter as Secchi Reading 1. If the
disk is on the bottom, check YES, otherwise, check
NO.
Let out a small additional length of tape so that
the disk won’t reappear immediately. Then slowly
raise the disk and measure when the disk appears
again as you are pulling it up. Record the depth on
the tape to the nearest tenth of a meter as Secchi
Reading 2 on the sampling form.
Secchi Reading 1 and Secchi Reading 2 may not be
the same number, but they should not be far
apart. These readings should be within a meter of
each other. You can repeat the procedure to double check, but only record one set of readings.
Practicing Secchi disk measurements can be very
helpful and should improve the repeatability of
the results. The Maine Volunteer Lake Monitoring
19

Program has a website with a simulation that you
can use to gauge the correct sighting. https://
www.lakestewardsofmaine.org/secchi-simulator/
secchi-disk-p5js/index.html?. Note, however, that
the Maine simulator only imitates measuring the
Secchi disk as it goes down, and you will also take
a reading as you pull the disk up.

guide. Do not record
information about
shoreline HABs in this
section.

CSLAP Sampling Record Form - Section 5 Weather
Note: The Secchi disk readings can never be deeper
 Record the current
than the sounding depth. Please make sure that you
weather conditions
are recording the proper depths on the correct line
(wind and sky).
of the Sampling Record Form.
 Record any weather conditions over
CSLAP Sampling Record Form - Section 3 - Sampling Time
the past week that lasted at least two days.
& Temperature
 Record the current wind direction, and indicate the
 Time (Military) - Record the time of your sample coldirection with an arrow on the wind rose. Note: A SW
lection in military time, and check AM or PM.
wind means that the wind is “out of the southwest”.
 Air Temperature (°C) - Use the dial thermometer, and
Therefore, the arrow should be pointing towards the
record the air temperature at the sampling site to the
NE.
nearest degree Celsius. Do not leave the thermometer  Record any unusual weather (high winds, rain, major
in the sun or on a hot surface before you take your
storms, etc.) that may be impacting water clarity or
reading.
quality. Record rainfall amounts if you have a rain
 Water Sampling Depth (m) - Record the depth at
gauge at the lake.
which you collected the surface sample. For the majority of lakes, this will be 1.5m. For some very shalCSLAP Sampling Record Form - Section 6 - Comments
low lakes, it will be 1m. If you are taking a deep sam- Please describe unusual water quality issues, invasive speple, record the depth of that sample. Usually, it is
cies observations, aquatic plant (or other) management
1.5m off the bottom of the lake (i.e. 1.5m less than the activities taking place on the lake (harvesting, herbicide
sounding depth). For some very deep lakes, such as
applications, aeration, etc.). We also encourage you to
the larger Finger Lakes, a sampling depth will be pro- submit photos to fola@nysfola.org.
vided to you.
 Water Temperature (°C) - After you have collected
Water Sampling Procedures - Shallow Sample
your shallow sample, place the thermometer in the
 Check that the knot on the bottom of the Kemmerer
collapsible container, and record the water temperabottle is tight.
ture. Repeat the procedure for the deep water sam Hold the Kemmerer bottle bottom stopper in your
ple.
right hand, and the top stopper in the left. Avoid
 Sulfur Odor in Deep Sample - Indicate whether or not
touching the inside of the stopper or bottle.
the deep sample has the “rotten eggs” smell of hydrogen sulfide (H2S) by marking “Yes” or “No”.
 While holding the top stopper; give a short pull to the
CSLAP Sampling Record Form - Section 4 - Harmful Algal
Bloom Observations
Document the HAB conditions at the CSLAP sampling site
using the HAB Visual Observation Reference Sheet as a

bottom stopper. You should hear a “click”. This cocks
the bottle open. Slide the messenger up the rope.


Before taking a sample, rinse the Kemmerer in the lake
water with the valve open.
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Return the valve to the closed position. (When closed, 
the valve is at right angles to the spout.)



Lower the Kemmerer bottle into the water and down
to the 1.5m marking on the rope (unless instructed
otherwise). Release the messenger. This will close the
top and bottom stopper and entrap the water sample.
Do not yank or tug on the line or gray shaft to get the
Kemmerer bottle to close! This can cause damage to
the bottle.




Slowly bring the Kemmerer bottle out of the water and
into the boat. Hold it by the rope or gray shaft so that
it remains closed.



Remove the cap and spigot of the collapsible container. Pour a small amount of the shallow sample from
the Kemmerer bottle into the collapsible container
marked Shallow (if you are also collecting deep samples) and gently “swish” it around to acclimate the
container. Put the spigot cap back on the container.
Empty the water from the collapsible container
through the spigot cap to rinse that too.



Fill the collapsible container with the rest of the water
from the Kemmerer bottle. Do not touch the inside of
the collapsible container. If you need more water,
repeat the water collection with the Kemmerer bottle
at the 1.5m depth.



Take the temperature of the water with the dial thermometer. The temperature should stabilize within a
minute or two. Cap the container, and place it in the
shade or (preferably) in a cooler.

Remove the cap and spigot of the collapsible container. Pour a small amount of the shallow sample from
the Kemmerer bottle into the collapsible container
marked Shallow (if you are also collecting deep samples) and gently “swish” it around to acclimate the
container. Put the spigot cap back on the container.
Empty the water from the collapsible container
through the spigot cap to rinse that too.
Fill the collapsible container with the rest of the water
from the Kemmerer bottle. Do not touch the inside of
the collapsible container. If you need more water,
repeat the water collection with the Kemmerer bottle
at the 1.5m depth.



Take the temperature of the water with the dial thermometer. The temperature should stabilize within a
minute or two. Cap the container, and place it in the
shade or (preferably) in a cooler.



Record the temperature and the sampling depth.
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Water Sampling Procedures - Deep Sample

If your lake thermally stratifies during the summer
months, you will be collecting a deep sample using the
Kemmerer bottle. For the Finger Lakes, the sample depth
will be assigned to you depending on the sample location.
For all other lakes, obtain the deep sampling depth by subtracting 1.5m from the sounding depth (the total depth of
the lake at the sampling site). We want you to be above
the bottom to avoid filling the Kemmerer and sample with
sediment.
Sample Depth = Sounding Depth - 1.5m (unless otherwise instructed).



Repeat the steps used for collecting the shallow sample using the markings on the Kemmerer line to get to
the proper depth.



Acclimate the deep collapsible container by rinsing
and emptying the collection container as described for
the shallow sample.



Empty the water from the Kemmerer bottle into the
deep sample collapsible container.



Use the thermometer to determine the water temperature to the nearest 1°C.



Record the sampling depth and the temperature on
the Sampling Record Form.



A completed form should look something like the one
Indicate whether or not there is a hydrogen sulfide
odor. If the deep water is colored, not this in the com- above (filled out for a deep lake).
ments area of the form.
Harmful Algal Bloom Shoreline Survey Form and HAB
Place the sample in the shade or (preferably) in a cool- Shoreline Bloom Sample Collection



er for transport back to the shore.
Double Check Your Sampling Record Form



Is the wind rose filled out with an arrow (or the “No
wind” box checked)?

The Harmful Algal Bloom Shoreline Survey Form will be
utilized to report HABs along the lakeshore. If your lake is
large, and you plan to conduct a complete survey, you
should do this before sampling at the CSLAP site so that
your samples don’t sit too long.

Avoid receiving an “Oops Sheet’! It’s important to fill out
the Sampling Record Form completely and accurately. It
will be used to compare your online data entries (see page
26) and to resolve any questions about the data that may Complete the form each time you sample, even if you
don't see a bloom. In that case, just check “No Bloom
arise.
Present”.
 Are all of the sections complete?
If a bloom is observed, show the location on the map and
 Is it legible?
describe the extent of the bloom (large localized, small
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localized, widespread). Put on gloves, and
collect a sample at the densest location us
ing the large HAB event collection bottle
with the green label. Place the bottle in the
shade or cooler for transport back to shore.


If possible, take some digital photographs of

the bloom.
Return to the shore to begin sample processing.

On-Shore Sample Processing - Non-filtered Shallow Samples



Gather the equipment from the on-shore checklist on page
29, and find a clean, sheltered place to work, preferably
indoors.
Samples must be processed immediately after collection
in order to minimize changes to the water chemistry.


(blue label) if applicable.

Set aside the Color bottle and the pointed vial with
the colored cap marked Chl a. These will be filled after
sample filtration.
Put on gloves
Gently mix the surface water sample - Start with the
collapsible surface water sample. Make sure that the
spigot is closed. Mix the sample by gently inverting
the collapsible container.
Fill the NOx/NH3/TP and TN bottles (and some
rounds Calcium and Chloride)- Remove the bottle caps
without touching the insides of the caps or bottles.
Then pour off the shallow water sample into the NOx/
NH3, TP, and TN bottles just to the shoulder. (It is important to leave room for the water to expand as it
freezes.) Put the filled bottles in the freezer. On some
rounds, you will have Calcium and Chloride bottles.
Fill these bottles to the
shoulder and freeze.

Find the right
sample bottles. Labeled sample bottles  Fill the pH/Specific Conare provided for each
ductance (pH/Sc_L) bottle
of the eight sampling
to the top leaving no headrounds. Double
space. Contact with air will
check that you are
change the pH. Place this sample in the refrigerator.
using the bags in the
On-Shore Processing - Filtered Shallow Samples

correct order!

The number on the right side of the bottle tells you the
year of sampling, the lake number, and the sampling
round. For example, on this bottle for a shallow chloride
sample from Pretend Lake, 22-581-01 indicates that the
sample was collected in 2022. The unique lake ID number
for Pretend Lake is 581. The 01 means that this is Round
1. If you have blue labeled deep
bottles, they will have corresponding round numbers of 11
through 18.


Gather the filtration apparatus, hand pump, distilled water, and filters. The filtration apparatus consists of an upper funnel, lower receiver flask, and a two-piece centerpiece that holds the filter. Always use the white gridded
centerpiece insert with the “X”
shape on it (shown above).


Date the bottles (before you
get them wet) with permanent
ink. Date: mm/dd/yy



Separate the surface water
bottles (white label) from the
deep (bottom) water bottles

Put distilled water into the
wash bottle, and rinse the
entire apparatus. Put the
center section on top of the receiving flask ensuring
that the orange o-ring on the underside is properly
seated.
Filters are shipped in a plastic cup in the same box
that your sample bottles were shipped in. The filter
cup often settles down to the bottom of the box during shipping. Look under the bottle bags to find it.
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Filters tear easily so handle them gently to save program costs! Using the forceps, remove a single filter
from the storage container, and set the filter on the
top of the centerpiece. Be careful that you pick up only
one filter, since sometimes they are hard to separate.
If there is any moisture left on the centerpiece, you
should be able to see the grids through the filter if you
only placed one filter on the centerpiece. Make sure
the filter lays flat on the centerpiece with no folds, so
that the filter covers each of the grid openings on the
centerpiece. The filter should fit inside the small raised
guides around the outside edge of the centerpiece. Try

to use the forceps on the edges of the filter rather
than in the center where the filter may tear. There is
no top or bottom to the filter, so either side can face
up. (Note: Filters are white; do not use blue paper
separators if present.)


Attach the funnel to the receiver flask, making sure
the funnel is securely threaded to the flask. Hold the
flask with one hand, and attempt to rotate the funnel
with the other. If the funnel moves easily, it is not
threaded properly, so remove it and try again.

Remove the filter and pour the Color sample - Carefully unscrew the top funnel portion of the filtration
apparatus. Discard the filter. You will have water in
the receiving flask. Take off the filter assembly and
pour the water into the 125 ml square sample bottle
labeled Color. The filtered water will not fill the bottle.
That’s okay. Cap it securely and place it in the freezer.



Rinse the funnel, centerpiece, receiving flask and
graduated cylinder with distilled water using the wash
bottle. Place the centerpiece on top of the receiving
flask.



Prepare to filter the Chlorophyll a sample - Using the
forceps, place a single filter on top of the centerpiece
as you did with the Color sample.



Connect the vacuum hose line to the vacuum pump
and the filter apparatus. Make sure that the ports on
the receiver flask are covered with rubber stoppers.



With the spigot closed, gently mix the contents of the

collapsible container that contains the shallow sample.



Measure the Color Sample - For the color sample, a
total of 100 ml of water should be filtered. First, measure 100 ml of the shallow sample water using the
graduated cylinder. The water in the graduated cylinder will rise at the edges and sink in the middle – that
sunken part is called the meniscus. Measure using the

meniscus, or the lowest level of the water in the graduated cylinder at the 100 ml line. Pour the water into

the funnel at the top of the filter apparatus.



ceiving flask.

Filter the Color Sample - Squeeze the vacuum pump
two or three times only. Overpumping may affect the
sample results or tear the filter. The water should pass
through the filter disc at a slow, steady drip rate. If the 
water slows, pump two or three more times. Repeat
until water is completely filtered into the bottom re-

Add magnesium carbonate to help preserve
the sample. Shake the contents of the small
MgCO3 dispensing bottle to mix the contents. The mixed solution should resemble
dilute milk. Squeeze just enough MgCO3
from the dispensing bottle to cover the filter
surface (approximately 6-10 drops).
Reattach the funnel to the receiving flask and connect
the vacuum pump as you did for the Color sample.
Gently mix the shallow sample in the collapsible container again and measure out 100 ml for the Chlorophyll a sample (Chl a) in the same manner used for
the Color sample.
Filter the Chlorophyll a sample in the same manner as
the Color sample. Once the sample has passed
through the filter you will now rinse the graduated
cylinder and funnel to ensure that all of the chloro24

phyll a in the sample has reached the filter. Use distilled water to rinse the equipment, and then filter
that water as well. Use the wash bottle to rinse down
the graduated cylinder, and pour that water into the
funnel to filter. When most of the water has gone
from the top funnel into the bottom receiving flask,
wash down the sides of the funnel with distilled water
from the wash bottle, and continue to filter that water, gently pumping again if necessary. When the water has all gone through, wash down the slope at the
bottom of the funnel with distilled water, and filter
that water too.




On-Shore Processing Shoreline Harmful Algal Bloom If you observed a shoreline Harmful Algal Bloom and collected a sample in the green-labeled HAB event bottle, you
can submit that using your separate HAB bloom bottles
and separate HAB CSLAP Chain of Custody Form. You can
submit up to eight bloom samples per season, but photographs are encouraged over repeated sampling.


Carefully unscrew the funnel from the centerpiece so
that you can see the filter. Using the forceps, fold the
filter in half, making sure you do not touch the algae
that has collected on the filter. Then fold the filter in

half again so that the filter can fit into the large chlorophyll a vial. This vial has a pointed bottom. No water
should go in this vial, just the filter. Close the top of

the chlorophyll a container, wrap the vial in aluminum
foil so that light cannot penetrate it, and put it in the
freezer. Discard the water in the bottom of the flask.

On-Shore Processing Raw Water HAB Sample
Not everyone will have these amber
glass bottles to detect harmful algae at
the Open Water CSLAP Sampling Site. If
you are sampling a lake that is new to the
program, a public water supply lake, a
lake officially classified as suitable for
drinking water, or a lake with a previous
history of Open Water HABs, then you will have this bottle
with a white label in your bags for each sampling round.
This bottle is not for shoreline blooms!


Gently mix the shallow sample in the collapsible container, and fill the amber glass bottle to the shoulder.
Place in the refrigerator.

On-Shore Processing Deep Water Samples
If your lake is thermally stratified, you will have two bluelabeled bottles for TP and NH3.


Check that the spigot on the deep water collapsible
container is closed, and mix the sample by gently inverting the collapsible container.

Fill the blue labeled TP and NH3 bottles to the shoulder, cap tightly and freeze.



Very gently mix the bloom sample collected in the HAB
event bottle. Do not shake! Date your bottle. Note:
You will receive a B1 bottle (for Bloom 1) with you
first box of bottles. If that is used, you will receive B2
and so on.
Pour the sample into the amber glass bottle for shoreline blooms, put it back in the bubble wrap bag, and
refrigerate.
If the sample is collected on a routine CSLAP sampling
day, you can ship the sample with your regular samples, but you must include the separate Chain of Custody form. If the sample is collected at another time,
use the small HABs cooler to send the sample, Chain of
Custody form, and HAB Shoreline Survey Form.
You also need to report the bloom to DEC! (More
about that on page 26.)

Freeze the Ice Pack Bottle - Fill the 1 liter bottle with water (to the shoulder) and freeze with your samples.
Double Check the Paperwork - Make sure that the Sampling Record Form, Harmful Algal Bloom Shoreline Survey
Form, and CSLAP Field Observations Form are filled out
completely and accurately.
Clean Up and Store the Equipment - Rinse collection
bottles and filtering apparatus with distilled water. If you
have a clean place to store the collection bottles, store
them with the tops off to make bacteria or mold growth
less likely. Discard gloves and any other trash. Pull the
Kemmerer bottle open and hang it to dry. Do not store the
Kemmerer where it will be subject to extreme temperature changes, as this will cause the gaskets to wear out
prematurely and leak. Make sure you have the equipment
and supplies you will need to do the next sampling round.
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Enter Your Field Data and Report Observed Harmful Algal 
Blooms Online
It’s time to submit your field data online and report HABs
using DEC’s online data system: on.ny.gov/
cslap_dashboard. Please save your original, hardcopies
of all forms! You still need them to submit with your samples so that we can verify data submission accuracy.


Get the samples out of the freezer and refrigerator
and compare to the Chain of Custody Form - You
should be shipping all of the bottles listed on the form.
If not, explain why. (Dropped it and it broke, etc.)



Place the samples and the 1L ice pack bottle in the
cooler. If there is extra space, use some bubble wrap
or other non-paper packing material to prevent the
bottles from shifting during transit. Place the top on
the cooler.



Staple the forms together except for the Chain of Custody form. That will be held at the lab while the rest
will be picked up for use by NYSFOLA and DEC. Place
all of the paperwork on top of the closed cooler. You
should have: Chain of Custody Form (regular CSLAP
Samples), CSLAP Sampling Record Form, CSLAP Field
Observation Form, HAB Shoreline Survey Form (with
the map). If you are also submitting a shoreline bloom
sample, you must also submit the completed HAB
CSLAP Chain of Custody Form.



Need supplies? (gloves, Magnesium carbonate, filters, equipment replacement etc.) - Put a separate
note with your name/lake name on top of the cooler
lid indicating what you need. Please don’t write requests on the CSLAP forms. If you need extra filters or
magnesium carbonate, please send us the empty filter
holder cup and/or the magnesium carbonate squirt
bottle for a refill. This cuts down costs.



Plant samples and other items of
“interest”. If you would like something
identified, please start with a digital photograph. For plants, include close up pictures of as many of the plant parts as possible (leaves,
stems, flowers, seeds, etc.), preferably on a white
background with something to reference for scale.

Online data entry gets the information to us faster, alerts
us to harmful algal blooms, and saves us a lot of time and
cost for data entry. In addition, when you enter the data,
you can also have access to additional information about
your lake.
This system will also accept dissolved oxygen and temperature profiles, invasive species reports, ice on/ice off data,
etc. Take a look!
Sample Shipping Procedures


Samples have “holding times” and need to be shipped
as soon after collection/freezing/refrigerating as possible, preferably the day after sampling, to preserve
sample and analytical integrity. Samples left in the
freezer/refrigerator for an extended time period are
no longer viable and should be discarded.



Ship on Monday, Tuesday, or Wednesday to ensure
they reach the laboratory before the weekend.



Beware of Holidays! Remember that Memorial Day,
July 4th, and Labor Day weekends fall during the
CSLAP sampling season. You will not be able to ship on
those government holidays, and no one will be at the
lab to receive samples on those days.

Chain of Custody Form - Completely fill out the Chain
of Custody form. 1. Record sample collection date 2.
Indicate who collected the sample. 3. In the white
boxes under “Collection Time” (for both the shallow
and the deep sample) record time that the sample was
collected. 4. Sign the form, and indicate the date/
time that you are taking the samples to the shipping
facility.
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Remember where you saw the plant in the lake in the
event that we need a physical sample for further identification. We’ll let you know. Please! Don’t send
clams, dead frozen animals (fish, salamanders, etc.),
snails, or bryozoa. Send us pictures. You can email
the photos to Nancy Mueller at fola@nysfola.org.

Assistance During the Season - For all CSLAP related questions during the season, please call or Nancy Mueller at
NYSFOLA. Please do not call Upstate Freshwater Institute
(UFI). Nancy will coordinate with DEC and UFI to resolve
any problems.
Nancy Mueller: fola@nysfola.org (315)677-9987

Seal and label the cooler box - Put your name, lake name,
and address inside the cooler box if it’s not already there.
Close and seal the box with packing tape. Your first prepaid UPS mailing label will be in with your bottles.
Do not use labels from prior years! (The prices have
changed, and surcharges will be added to the cost.) Place
the label on one of the flaps on top of the box. Do not
place it over the center closing tape. Your next label will
be sent with your return cooler.
Transport the labeled box to the nearest UPS Store or to a
pre-arranged business location that has daily UPS pickup.
It is critical to know the time that pick-up occurs at that
business. Samples should not sit at a facility overnight.
UPS will not pick up the cooler at your residence without
charging you a substantial surcharge for which we cannot
reimburse you.
Some of you who live in the Central NY area have made
arrangements to deliver samples directly to the laboratory. Please use the entrance at the back of the building.
If your cooler does not come back within a week, we can
track it for you. Please call or email Nancy Mueller at fola@nysfola.org or (315)677-9987.
Shipping HAB Shoreline Bloom Samples on Non-CSLAP
Dates - You should have a small cooler specifically for shipping HAB shoreline bloom samples that don’t coincide
with your regular CSLAP sampling date. Using this small
cooler will keep your regular cooler available. Place the
amber glass vial in the bubble wrap bag. Place a small icepack in the cooler, and put the top on the cooler. Complete the HAB CSLAP Chain of Custody Form, and put it on
the top of the cooler. Seal and ship as above.

Thank you to all of our CSLAP volunteers. This program is not possible without you.

Cooler Return - When you get your cooler back after a
sampling round, open it to see if there are any messages
or an “Oops Sheet” that will help you correct errors for
your next sampling round. Fill and place the filled 1L ice
pack bottle in the freezer.
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Appendix A – Checklists
ON-LAKE SAMPLING EQUIPMENT CHECKLIST
Equipment to take on the boat
______Sampling Record Form
______CSLAP Field Observation Form – Lake Perception, and Health and Safety Form
______HAB Visual Assessment Reference Sheet and Shoreline Survey Forms
______Field equipment:
______Thermometer
______Secchi disk and tape measure
______Kemmerer sampling bottle and marked line
______Collapsible water sample container and cap with spigot
______For stratified lakes – deep collection container
______Bloom collection container and gloves to use to collect shoreline bloom sample
______Pen or pencil for forms. Do not record anything in felt tip pen, which becomes unreadable when wet.
This includes the sampling date on the bottles. Fine point sharpie pens work well.
______Watch, phone, etc. to get time of day
______Boat, anchor and line, and appropriate safety equipment
______Camera or phone for photos of algae blooms
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ON-SHORE SAMPLING EQUIPMENT CHECKLIST
Equipment for on-shore processing
______vinyl gloves
______wash bottle with distilled water
______filtration apparatus
______funnel (large top piece)
______centerpiece with removable plate – white grid
______receiving flask with port holes
______rubber hose
______rubber stoppers
______hand vacuum pump
______forceps (tweezers)
______filters
______large graduated cylinder (100ml)
______MgCO3 dispensing bottle
______Sampling round bottles (check to make sure you are using bottles for the right round!)
Paperwork
______CSLAP Sampling Record Form
______CSLAP Field Observations Lake Perceptions / Health and Safety form
______Chain of Custody / Request for Analysis form
______HABs Shoreline Survey Form
______If bloom sample is taken, Chain of custody form for HABs Shoreline Bloom Sample
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SHIPPING MATERIALS CHECKLIST – CSLAP
______large styrofoam shipping boxes with lids and cardboard mailers- to send samples to UFI
______small Styrofoam shipping boxes with lids and cardboard mailers- to send bloom sample only if
sampled at a different time from the CSLAP sampling round. Send to UFI.
______pre-paid shipping labels (UPS only) addressed to Upstate Freshwater Institute
______frozen 1L bottle to be used as an ice pack
______bubble wrap or other non-paper material for packing (supplied by lake association)
______packing tape (supplied by lake association)
______ sample bottles and filter vials
______paperwork:
______chain of custody / request for analysis form
______ sampling report, lake observation form, HAB visual analysis form
______ request for any additional supplies if applicable – place separately on top of cooler
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